An optimal interval type-2 fuzzy logic control based closed-loop drug administration to regulate the mean arterial blood pressure.
The main aim of this work is to present an optimal and robust controller design in order to improve the drug infusion to the automatic control of mean arterial blood pressure in conditions like critically-ill or post-operative or anaesthesia administration. The physiological systems also have uncertainty issues such as parameter variations with time or external disturbances and noise. Therefore, a controlled drug administration is necessary to regulate the mean arterial blood pressure of a person during surgery/observation. Over the years, the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller is the most commonly used controller in industries due to its easy structure and simplicity. However, this controller does not meet the desired performance with the complex and uncertain plants. Therefore, a robust controller is required to regulate the physiological variables that are uncertain in nature and can affect the human life. In this work, a hybrid control scheme consisting of an interval type-2-fuzzy logic controller which acts as pre-compensator to the traditional PID controller is presented, to regulate the mean arterial blood pressure of a patient by administering the drug sodium nitroprusside in a controlled manner. An effective and well-established nature-inspired optimization technique namely cuckoo search algorithm is employed for obtaining the optimal parameters for the presented scheme. Simulation results are presented to show the effectiveness and robustness of proposed interval type-2-fuzzy logic controller based PID controller scheme, for maintaining the mean arterial pressure to 100 mmHg within considerable limit through SNP infusion. The results are further compared with other two controllers namely type-1 fuzzy logic based PID and traditional PID controllers for the parameter variations and external noise. In this study, the proposed interval type-2-fuzzy logic controller pre-compensator based PID controller provides an effective control than traditional type-1 fuzzy logic based control scheme and PID controller in terms of overshoot, settling-time and error which are the prime performance objectives of the closed-loop controlled drug delivery of human blood pressure. The presented study provides a firm base for initial design considerations for development of a low-cost closed-loop drug delivery system for blood pressure regulation.